
ReadyConnect Training, Tips, & Requirements 
(previously Opcity through Realtor.com) 

 
ReadyConnect Concierge (Opcity) is a service provided by Realtor.com and Realty ONE Group Music City to allow you to join a lead 
generating system where you will be provided the opportunity to claim buyer & seller leads based on performance, preference 
settings, and a matching algorithm (more on this below).  
 
This is a voluntary referral program that collects a 35% referral fee per closing ($150k+) or 30% (<$150k), based on the purchase 
price – with Smart Home Rewards as an additional 3% owed when applicable. Lease commissions are a 35% referral fee. 
 
First, if you’d like to participate in this program, you’ll need to complete the training at https://support.realtor.com/s/opcity-training 
- both the ‘Getting Started’ & ‘Advanced Training’.  

 
 
In addition, you’ll need to access ROGMC.com and review both Opcity documents available under ‘Company Forms and Documents’.  
Once this has all been completed, email Chrissy@RealtyONEMusicCity.com, let her know, and request an invitation to join.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Once added to our company roster, you will receive an invitation from the Opcity system and need to set up your profile: 

 







 
 



Once you have created your profile and you’re ready to start receiving leads, there are some important items to keep in mind to 
ensure you are able to receive the most leads and see best results from utilizing this service: 

• You are added as an ‘Emerging’ agent, and as you continue using the system and have successful closes, you’ll become an 
‘Experienced’ agent which will yield better leads.  
 

 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Now that you know how to get set up & what factors affect your lead flow, let’s review the Referral Manager. When you log in to 
Opcity you’ll see a list of your Referrals. There are tabs at the top and your view will default to your Active referrals.  
 
You should always see the status below your name as ‘Up to Date’ – if not please make updates as needed on referrals ASAP! 
 

 
 
When you click into a Referral you will see their current status, and their Transaction details.  
When you review the Transaction Details it will give you details of their purchase/listing and will also identify if they are participating 
in the Smart Home Rewards referral program which is an additional 3% commission referral fee. 

 
 

 
 
 At the bottom you have the option to Update Status, Hold, or Release this lead.  
 

 
 
 
 



 
Each lead requires a status update every 7 days at a minimum. It will highlight any leads that will need an update soon to ensure 
you don’t get behind.  
 

 
 
If a lead needs an extended amount of time before moving forward, you can place them on Hold selecting 1, 2, or 3 months along 
with a note. Opcity encourages you to pursue a lead weekly for at least one month before placing them on a Hold. 
 
If you are not able to continue working with a referral, we encourage you to release the lead so they can be reassigned. Ignoring a 
lead or leaving it in your referral manager without updates will negatively affect your algorithm. If client is non-responsive but later 
becomes active, we have been advised that they will be re-assigned back to you.  
 

 
 
When you are unavailable to receive leads, you need to go into your Settings (the gear at the top right of your Referral Manager) 
and ‘Snooze’ your leads or set a specific ‘Do Not Disturb’ window. This will pause your lead flow so that your algorithm is not 
negatively affected when you’re unavailable. You can also edit your preferences in this section. 

            
 
 
In preparation for closings, this Settings section is also where you can access the Agent Referral Agreement and Opcity W9. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
During the course of your transaction, Opcity will send multiple email status updates – when you’ve met with your lead, when you 
go under contract, 5 days prior to close date reminder, and closing confirmation. Pay attention to these! 
 
When a lead has closed, Opcity will send you an email that details their specific requirements for closing that looks like the below. In 
this email they will also provide the Opcity W9. The lead will also be assigned a Transaction ID which you can find in your Referral 
Manager. 

Please note the requirements below when emailing your documents! 
Closing documents must be emailed from your email, or have you CC’d, to docs@opcity.com referencing the Home Address & 

Transaction ID which will be found in your Referral manager. 
*Note that these items must be received within 14 days of closed transaction* 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 
Details on submitting payment are accessible in your Referral manager within the lead – see below. Please note the specific 
requirements below for sending payments! Any payment details or questions regarding payments being assigned to your 
transaction should be emailed to accountingsupport@opcity.com  
 
When you click into your lead’s profile, you will see details of items required that have not yet been received (Closings Statements, 
Referral Fees) the Transaction ID, and specific instructions on what Opcity requires to finalize the closing and confirm receipt of 
payment. They even provide a convenient ‘Share Payment Info’ button that lets you enter an email address so you can easily send 
your title company closing agent the details – more on this later.  

 

 
 
The referral fee owed to Opcity varies depending on the type of transaction: 

• 35% referral fee per closing ($150k+) 
• 30% referral fee per closing (<$150k) 
• Leads participating in Smart Home Rewards are an additional 3% referral fee 
• Lease/rentals are a 35% referral fee 
• If your client is paying the transaction fee, the OPcity referral will be xx% of your commission + xx% of the client paid 

transaction fee. 
 



Your referral fee should be paid at closing through your Title company, NOT the office. To make this efficient, the below document is 
required to be provided to your Title company and must be uploaded to your Skyslope file for reference. 

 
Ensure your title company references the Home Address, Transaction ID, and CC’s you on the email to 

accountingsupport@opcity.com and docs@opcity.com for all communications.  
Use the previously mentioned ‘Share Payment Info’ to ensure your closing agent receives all the details via email to make 

complete/timely payment. 
 

The following items should be sent to your title company closing agent: 
• Completed ‘Upcoming Referral Closing’ document below including Transaction ID 

• Opcity W9 (retrieve from closing email or Referral Manager settings) 
• Agent Agreement (retrieve from Referral Manager settings) 

 
*Please note if title does not send a copy of your closing docs to Opcity, then you are responsible for ensuring this is completed* 

 
When completing this form, please note that the Transaction ID is NOT the MLS ID. 

 

 



In the very limited event that a title company will not pay a 3rd party referral, External Referral details should be provided in your 
Skyslope for the Operations Manager review and referral will be paid via check by the office. A screenshot of the payment details will 
be included in your Skyslope checklist for reference once completed.  
 

In addition to the Opcity requirements, there are some additional Skyslope details the office requires as well for all Opcity 
closings: 

 
• Transaction Tab -  Source must show Other: Opcity   

 

 
 

• Referral Agreement, W9, and Opcity Title Doc should be uploaded to Checklist 
 

 
 

• Under the Commission tab, indicate the commission breakdown including Opcity Referral $ 
• If the office is paying the referral fee at closing, the External Referral details should be updated in the Commission tab 

 

 
 
Note the following important reminders! 
 

• The brokerage is notified of all Unpaid Closes within the Opcity system – either missing documentation, missing 
payment, incomplete payment, or needing additional closing data. This is audited on a monthly basis, and you will be 
notified of missing items. It is your responsibility to follow up with your closing agent and applicable Opcity departments 
to ensure they receive and assign necessary items to finalize your referral closing. The brokerage will NOT do this on your 
behalf. Unpaid closes that we do not receive communication and/or resolution on in a timely manner may lead to your 
removal from the system.  

 
• You are notified via email when you have referrals due for an update.  

 



 
• If you do not update your referral manager after the numerous past due update emails, your leads will be released and 

reassigned by Opcity. We have no way to undo this action, and once we receive this final email you will be disabled and 
removed from the Opcity portal. 

 

 
 

• If you fail to notify your title company closing agent that there is a referral due, you will be responsible for completing 
payment and sending required documents to Opcity. You will also be responsible for additional payment if any amount 
of referral fee is underpaid. The office will not complete these items for you.   

 
• If you are utilizing a contract to close company or transaction coordinator, it is your responsibility to ensure they are 

trained and familiar with these additional Opcity requirements.  
 

• Please note and save the below contacts that have been provided to us by Broker Support.  
 

Team Phone Email 

Accounting 833.201.4040 accountingsupport@opcity.com 

Agent Success 844.804.1849  

Partner Support 833.200.0101 support.realtor.com 

Realtor.com 
Support 800.878.4166 support.realtor.com 

 
 
 


